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“I tend to think of human beings as huge, rubbery test tubes, too, with chemical reactions 
seething inside.” 1  
  

  

  

Dear reader, 

  

This paper does not aim to solve any problems. Please keep an open mind and do not 

try and sort things out if they do not make sense at first. Chapter 1 is written as if I 

stepped out of my body and wrote as an observer of my own experience. It was a way 

for me to slow down and objectively think about the work I have made. How did I actually 

get to this point? It’s easy to forget when and why you did something. Timelines become 

fuzzy, but get sharper when you unpack what’s hiding in the folds.  This is the best 

record I have (as a timeline) because I have destroyed some works, lost documentation, 

or rely on memory. This has been a helpful way for me to see the evolution of my 

thought process and decision-making, and to see my current work through. In her Notes 

on Index (part 1), Rosalind Krauss discusses Vito Acconci’s 1973 video Airtime as being 

“a space of a double regression. Or rather, a space in which linguistic confusion 

operates in concert with the narcissism implicit in the performer's relationship to the 

mirror.” When dealing with the physical mirror and the “image” of the self, I can 

understand the need to call attention to Narcissus, but I think there is more going on. 

Maybe, like myself writing this paper, Acconci was interested in what discoveries might 

surface through some sort of existential experience of talking to yourself as if you are 

																																																								
1	Kurt Vonnegut, Breakfast of Champions	
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split.. “It is within [the] condition of alienation-the attempt to come to closure with a self 

that is physically distant-that the Imaginary takes root.”2 I thought that if I wrote in a way 

that my words could be taken out of the context of my experiences and put into the 

context of your experiences, it would be plain to see my interest in the zeitgeist, 

because, I anticipate you relating to some things. At times I feel I am slightly psychic or 

telepathic. But logic says no this cannot be; are these moments of alignment just proof 

that we are not all that unique as individuals? This is the realm of believing, not proving. 

Sure, no two of us are exactly the same, but a snowflake is a snowflake is a snowflake 

and a Joe Bob is a Bob Joe is a Bill. I’m thinking BIG picture here, zoomed out to an 

unrecognizable vantage point, faces lost in fleshy blobs. One thing that I think does 

make us unique is the product of our individual perspective. How different would my art 

be if I were living in Ft. Lauderdale? If I only read Stephen King books then what will my 

art look like then? And if I live in L.A., go to every art opening, and read only the latest 

philosophical trends, what would my art look like then? During this time labeled school I 

have read what has been assigned to me. I have A.D.D. and it took me a long time to 

see the benefits of that. My scattered brain makes interesting decisions. I have an 

extremely hard time sitting down and focusing, and I read slowly. Aside from these 

assigned readings, I have only managed to read a handful of books that I chose myself. I 

just finished reading Breakfast of Champions and it’s wild because I impulsively, for no 

obvious reason, decided I would read nothing else until I finished it. A few pages in and 

something strange happened. The book is scattered with drawings and within the first 

few pages I see one that is similar to a sketch I made of a torch. The day before I started 
																																																								
2	Rosalind Krauss, The Originality of the Avant-Garde and Other Modernist Myths 
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reading B of C, I was working on making my torch sketch larger for the piece I am titling 

River Rat. This scenario serves as a great example of my previously mentioned feelings 

on telepathy and the zeitgeist. There’s no explanation or need for reasoning and I 

usually chalk something like this up to luck or intuition. But it does make me wonder. Cue 

twilight zone/ x files type music. Now, the torch has more backbone, and Vonnegut's 

writing is lighting the current side alleyway I am meandering on.  

  

GUIDE FOR APPENDIX: 

#___ Refers to #___ at the end of paper 

 

                    
                (Vonnegut's torch)                                            (My sketch of torch) 
  
  
  

This is also a good example of how my work is influenced, as in - anything is fair game. 

Although it might not seem so, I do indeed practice restraint with how I filter and use my 
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sources. By remaining open during the idea stage I have more material to work through 

the funnel. Create first and ask questions later. It’s usually not until you have everything 

laid out together that you notice the real connections. This is when I feel confident in 

trusting myself, when I see with my EYES how everything connects. Otherwise it’s a 

brain jumble and I frustrate people with my lack of explanation. I hope you, dear reader, 

trust me that the following information will be helpful in gaining a better understanding of 

my work, or at the very least my thought process / perspective. If not, I do apologize, for I 

tried to stay true to the origin of my ideas. For me, language is an object that I often trip 

over. (#1) 

  
  
  
  
  
 Chapter 1: PHASES AND STAGES  
  
  
  
Phase 1    (landscaping):   

Move to a place where the sun shines so bright that the red sheets turn to pink in the 

wind. Pack only what you can fit in your truck and get rid of everything else, only to exist 

in a distant memory. “Whatever happened to that funky little number I wore to the KISS 

cover band show?” Sunny Southern California, LA, The Inland EMPIRE, forced to find 

the beauty in the REAL concrete jungle. Because here in the inland empire, the animals 

run WILD. Wild animals spend most of their energy procuring the rock to get their rocks 

off. This is why they need the rock: to re-fuel in order to keep procuring, like 

hummingbirds needing nectar to get the nectar. So then you drive drive drive to the 

mountain ocean desert forest to clear clear clear your mind. You relate to the wild 
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animals in the empire because you too fuel yourself in order to keep up with keeping up. 

You relate to the wild animals in the mountain ocean desert forest because you 

remember what it felt like growing up in the deep country and having lizard friends and a 

pet raccoon. Life was simpler and you regret your angsty teenage disapproval. You 

needed to see the world but instead the world sees you, displaced and fucking awkward. 

Stay too long and you will FRY. Leave too soon and you will CRY.  

  

  

Phase 2     (piss and run):  

Claim your space and mark your territory. You are an inside/outside animal so come and 

go as you please. This is the first time you’ve ever had a studio. Make two photographs 

with the beautiful cherry wood Wista 4x5 camera that is now available to borrow. You 

used to make photographs and paintings about your father’s personal history: in the 70s 

when he owned two bars across the street from one another (The Keg, Danceland), or 

the embellished story of going to school with Johnny and Edgar Winter. It was a dead 

end. Your father became too aware of what you were doing and the magic dwindled. 

Remember, dead ends can come to life. But these two new photographs will represent a 

NEW BEGINNING. Shed your wretched skin soaked with two years worth of bad 

decisions. Make an homage to the camera. Make a painting for the photograph. It is 

nonsense and that is why you like it, because in a way, all art is nonsense. In painting 

the primary colors are red, yellow, and blue. In photography the primary colors are 

cyan, magenta, yellow, and black. You like the building blocks. Use photography’s 

primary colors to paint a pattern then photograph it. Destroy the painting.  
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                 (#2)                                                 (#3) 

  

  (Johnny and Edgar Winter) 

 

Phase 3 __(slithering) :  

The purge is over. Many trips to IKEA later and you’re settling in. Art about Art is out of 

your system, for now. This is where it gets a little fuzzy. Mystical. Oh 

yes, 

…………………………………………………………………………….Gram Parsons (#4). 
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 He did too many drugs, another dead end. Home Sick. Try something new. What about 

moving images? Video might solve photography’s problem. Go ahead, take a whack at 

it. You KNOW home movies. Take what you know and screw it up (#5.) Go back to 

Texas and take it all in. All the bits and pieces but more importantly the grit and the 

steam. The wild animals are different there and the soil is what you’re used to. It’s too 

bad so many of those animals are ignorant and vicious. But you know where to find the 

other black sheep and when you reunite there will be celebration and much to document. 

You wrap your video camera in a t-shirt so you can more easily bring it with you to the 

bars where all the animals mix together. One thing you all have in common is a love for 

that classic type of country music and the drinking and smoking that go along with it. It’s 

something that keeps you and your family on good terms. They already think you’re a 

dirty hippy but at least you still have that twang. But after you go out two-steppin you and 

the other black sheep keep the night going at bar down the street. A guy named Ontario 

is always there with the shittiest cocaine. Keep your camera close by just in case. This is 

and was a phase. 

(#6) 
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Phase 4     (digress or undress):  

Video gets as stale as anything else, or maybe you just don’t know what to do with it yet. 

You need more quality time to feel confident with it. You dipped your toe in the water and 

it felt good but it’s too clean and you feel more in tune with painting and getting messy. 

This how you were introduced to art in the first place, rubbing crayons into paper so hard 

that it would rip. You respect the tools and skills you have now for making a fine piece of 

“art” but now you should try to hold onto that initial feeling of discovery. Sometimes that 

means rubbing crayons onto shitty paper until it almost rips. Now, step back and look at 

this hypothetical shitty drawing; that’s what real artists do. If a kid could have done it 

then they would probably do it better. Even though it seems impossible and you’ve re-

wrote this sentence six times, you can channel that feeling of being a child. When you go 

to your studio it is OKaaaaay to be impractical.  
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Phase 5     (ditch the art supplies?):  

Free material is always good because you take it as a sign, a gift from nowhere or 

somewhere that is yours to turn into GOLD. Another trash collecting phase. Anything 

that is remotely interesting goes into the mix. You have always collected rocks and 

trinkets but now you must make something out of them. Maybe this will solve your sore 

feelings about the type of artist you do not want to be. It’s more honest and it's very very 

low. Beer cans and cigarette butts, pine cones and brightly colored plastic are they type 

of things you will find easily in your own trashcan or in the woods. You are so familiar 

with these because they have always been around. People will tell you how “loaded” 

they are. Loaded gun, Loaded Baked Potato, one more useful and the other more 

delicious, both risky.  Make installations and mobiles that look like a cross between a 

vagrant’s collection and a painter’s color field experiments.  

  

              →  

  

          (#7) 
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The white wall is the nothing space and making objects to place on these blank slates 

feels too much like decorating an apartment. White wall is giant canvas sponge ready to 

absorb thoughts ideas feelings (#8). Predetermined moves mixed with spur of the 

moment create balance. Balance is what it is all about. Teeter-totter forever and ever or 

you will become a stale old twinkie, preserved in a glossy state of pasteurization 

homogenization candy coated nugget. It’s a free for all so you get sticking with tradition, 

holding out. But what about the magic? You chose this (insert appropriate word) or it 

chose you because of mysticism, alchemy. 

 

 (#9) 
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  (#9 detail) 

 

 

 

(#9 detail)   
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 Phase 6     (foam and resin):  

  

Christmastime. Houston, Texas. This is your first sculpture, in the classic sense.  ↓ 

 (#10) 

  

Of all the works you made for this show, you only like this one. ↑   ↓ 
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You play with illusionism by suspending objects in resin and painting the base a deep 

blue. Most of the found objects came from meditative walks that eventually became 

walks to find art objects. You couldn’t stop looking down, a scavenger for something 

shiny or oddly shaped. This is a problem for you. It feels too contrived. Don’t pigeonhole 

yourself. Confusion and doubt. But you are content with the one piece… ↓ 

 

                                                                                                                           (#10 detail) 

  

  

Phase 7     (same ole tune):   

This is a tough time for you. Everything you tried to escape from has snuck through the 

backdoor and lackadaisically taken over. You won’t know it yet but the richness of your 
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family history is a good thing to mine. The problem is you aren’t doing it right. When 

people ask you about the beer cans you don’t know what to say. What did Philip Guston 

say? (#11) Next time, don’t say anything; just crack open a cold one, turn up some 

Waylon. Tired of explaining something other people don’t really care about. We want to 

be spoon-fed. Food looks like art so art better look like art. People even make food as 

their art or make food with their art. Van Gogh ate lead though; don’t do that. That was 

before art could be functional. Okay, so bud light and cigarettes disgust some people; 

who cares? Make something more universal if it bothers you so bad. You won’t care later 

but go ahead. You come up with tombstones, which isn’t a bad idea. Someone even tells 

you they look like Halloween movie props and you like the lowness of that. The arch 

shape has a nice flexibility. It’s both empty and full of meaning meaningless.  But then 

you see it everywhere, in galleries, and the artists seem to be using it in the same way. 

You need something else to latch onto. Do these things matter? Should I care? I really 

do not know the answer. It feels like I should. The whole thing feels like a game and the 

goal is to try and make something new, but it also feels like the game ended some time 

ago and now, feels like the hazy after Shock? Birth? Glow? The neon glows.  
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              (#12) 
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Phase 8     (stuck):  

You just need to make something, so copy something. Something you know. How about 

those collages the kids made in that class you taught? abstraction? Kids understand 

representation but they have a more difficult time with the word abstract. But seeing a 

face embedded in something abstract or even the popcorn ceiling is easy. Kids want to 

do it and adults can’t help but do it.  Make copies of their collages in the form of painting, 

not using a projector. The basic shapes and colors will look identical at a glance. It 

doesn’t really matter because the original 8.5 x 11 collage will not be there for 

comparison. STUCK. You recognize the good compositions, ones that you would never 

think to create. It brings up the question, “what is good?” There are just these “things” 

you learn in art school about contrast, line, color, form, blah blah blah. What does it even 

mean? Of course it means A LOT to A LOT of people and you too find value in these 

types of optical balance. Think about explaining this to a being from outer space, if you 

were given the chance. It’s just a language that is taught and then regurgitated, but there 

is no replacement for it. The only alternative is bad, which can also be good. But try 

explaining that to whomever. “These are the tools, the basic tools. (some art history) But 

you can do whatever you want. Well maybe that shouldn’t go there. Maybe blue would 

be better. Oh that is ugly, but in a good way.” Sound familiar? But separate yourself from 

yourself for a moment.  
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YOU 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  YOU 
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              (#13) 
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 Phase 9_    (like pb and j):  

You have to stop making these paintings because you are now UNSTUCK. New ideas 

started forming and we are free. Five-year-old Damien released you from his Fischer 

price chains. You were encouraged by some people to keep making them, make a whole 

suite. Oh how sexy they would look. But that is too easy, at least for graduate school. 

You can save that nugget for another rainy day. What you love so much about making 

art is new discoveries. Shifting from one state of consciousness to the next and then 

back again to the where it began or to the when it felt right. Something you made that 

you think is good might change your mind later to think it’s bad. This is normal. If you 

don’t get bored of your own work then good for you. Every so often the good feeling 

lingers. 

  

 

Phase 10      (waves of grain): 

Try to make something you won’t get bored of. You now accept things as they are. 

“Things” being the finicky feelings and the way you work. When balances strike, 

production seems to speed up. When there is too much of one thing or not enough of 

another, gears grind until the problem is fixed. Be clear but leave questions unanswered. 

Make work that is both attractive and grotesque. Make messes and only clean some of 

them up. Learn something new and teach yourself again what you know.  
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catch a wave and you’re sittin’ on top of the world 

  

“The kind of wisdom which can be put in the form of specific directions amounts 

to very little, and most of the wisdom which we employ in everyday life never came to us 

as verbal information.” 3 

 

catch a wave and you’re sittin’ on top of the world  

  

  

 

                                               (#14)   

																																																								
3 Alan Watts, The Wisdom of Insecurity 
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Chapter 2: Interview 

⇓⇓⇓⇓ 

  
  
“Why are you conducting this interview? 

Because interview is a frequently abused form and self is a seemingly virginal patch of 

fertile content... 

Why are you conducting this interview? 

It’s a way of releasing guilt... 

Why are you conducting this interview? 

In order to relax my mind from daily obsessions?... 

Why are you conducting this interview? 

In order to enter the consciousness of others.”  

  
  

ME: Why are you conducting this interview? 

ME: To talk to you in the present about the work I made in the now past/ recent present. 

ME: Why are you conducting this interview? 

ME: For all the reasons listed above and for thoughts previously unsaid. 

ME: Okay here we are. How do you feel about the work you are making now?  

ME: I feel good about. It feels open and contained at the same time. My formal decisions 

corral my wandering mind and make my thoughts palatable.  

ME: Why do your thoughts need be palatable? 

ME: They don’t except they do because other people were forced to read this and look at 

my work. And the space of this exhibition has an identity crisis. 
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ME: Why do you say that? 

ME: Firstly it has many names - Barbara and Art Culver Center, UCR Artsblock, and The 

Sweeny, or $$, $, and $$$. Secondly, the city of Riverside is easy to ignore on some 

levels if you are just visiting or commuting. But when you live here… well… I could say a 

lot about this…  

ME: But why does this mean your thoughts need be palatable? 

ME: Amidst the neo-baroque (#15) columns, the identity flexibility of the space, and the 

work of the other artists in the exhibition- I needed to make sense of what I am doing. 

ME: You started by making one big installation in your studio. Is this why have you 

broken it up into smaller installations?  

ME: Yes and it was a way to give separate ideas independence. I am drawn to different 

types of display. Jonathan Borofsky for example was successful at covering the walls in 

full on installations (Paula Cooper Gallery, New York, 1980), but in other exhibitions he 

left them empty except for the ceiling (Museum Boymans-van Beuningen, Rotterdam, 

1982). I feel like my work is flexible enough to take on many forms. Or at least that’s 

what I want. None of the work was made for a “group show” but again, the zeitgeist (or 

whatever word is appropriate)… We don’t make work in a vacuum and it makes sense to 

acknowledge that the five of us are making work in the same place at the same time. 

What we do in our studios is try to show evidence of our individual perspectives. But now 

the dividers are removed and the work is spread out. So, I didn’t want my work shoved in 

a corner as a recreation of what was in my studio. It was time to hack it up and add a 

little more elbow grease.  
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Jonathan Borofsky, Paula Cooper Gallery, 1980 

  

                          

Jonathan Borofsky, Museum Boymans-van Beuningen, Rotterdam, 1982 
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 ME: Why a baby?  

 

 

                                                                                                                                    (#16) 

  

ME: For what it’s worth, virginity. And the only reason it is a white baby is because it’s 

stolen from the painting Virgin and Child (#17) by Joos Van Cleve. The background is 

loosely copied from the painting Saint Christopher and the Infant Christ (#18) by 

Domenico Ghirlandaio Bigordi.  It could be any baby because all babies are innocent 

because they are not yet independent. And by putting the baby in water I put it back in 

the womb. I guess that goes for the adult toobers as well, floating down mother nature’s 

birth canal.  
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ME: So then the blue line is also water? 
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ME: Yes. it is a river with toobers floating down it.. Or up it, depending. Seasoned 

toobers are also called river rats. I was a river rat once. A river ran right through my 

college campus. It’s still my favorite swimming hole in Texas. 

ME: So is this work Narrative? 

ME: You know I hate this question. It makes me feel trapped.  

ME: Why does it make you feel trapped? 

ME:: Because there isn’t a simple answer. If you mean, “Does it tell a story?” then I 

guess so because I just told you a story about it. But a narrative, to me, is something that 

has a beginning and an end or has some type of logic. The story I told reflects my 

thought process before during or after making the first iteration of River Rat. It wasn’t my 

original intention to have so many overlapping or connecting subjects, and as the piece 

evolved it felt like I was putting together a map or puzzle of my subconscious. The 

subjects are of my past, present, and future but also of a past, present, and future that I 

do not have access to. 

ME: What do you mean you don’t have access? 

ME: The paintings I copied do tell a narrative, but I don’t know what they are exactly. The 

river is any river and the people are anyone or no one. The baby might be drinking water 

or it is literally drinking the color blue.  

ME: So formally something else is happening? 

ME: At least 75%. The line, and how that line functions from wall to panel. Color as 

substitute for water. Scale shift of the figure. Balance using symmetry. Hanging things 

above and below eye level, etc.…  

ME: It’s almost as if the subjects are interchangeable. 
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ME: Exactly. That is a road worth going down. It satisfies my mind and my hand. 

ME: Finish this sentence: If I were a volcano I… 

ME: If I were a volcano I would boil under water until one day when I would make an 

island. Then I would go to sleep.  

ME: Why are you drawing about or thinking about volcanoes? 

ME: I can only remember always being curious about them. Beaumont, Texas wasn’t 

exactly a cultural hot spot but the parking lot of Burger King had what my mom called 

lava rocks as the filler for their plants. I stole a few and thought I really had something 

special. I now know these are called -- (the ones with holes). But more recently, right 

about the time I watched Werner Herzog’s film Into the Inferno I also found a book titled 

VOLCANO laying on table at goodwill. I bought it to look at images of lava and perhaps 

learn more about the mighty mountains. It’s such a powerful subject that I don’t really 

need to give you a reason but one thing I will say is- Imagine what the Earth IS - A 

molten core rising to the surface like our body’s toxins taking form as a pimple, the 

ocean floor rising as a hot hot liquid cools down from drowning in water, and eventually 

rising above the water the cooled down lava stays hot and builds upon itself, an island. 

This stuff is endlessly fascinating. (#19) 

ME: Have you ever seen a volcano in person? 

ME: No. I almost went to Krakatau (#20), an active volcano, on a trip I took to Indonesia 

several years ago. An assorted chain of events led me there but I contracted a nasty 

parasite towards the end of the trip when we were supposed to see the volcano. My 

stomach hurt for a whole year because I didn’t actually know what was wrong with me 

and I was still too young and stupid to take proper care of myself. It’s been awhile since I 
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recalled this memory but it’s related because everything stems from the micro inside the 

body and the macro of what we perceive. 

ME: You are taking me down a rabbit hole. Rein it in.  

ME: My logic is this - If you take the properties of something majestic, visually stunning, 

something bigger and more powerful than us and use those properties for making 

aesthetic/formal decisions then you are closer to making something visually strong. On a 

deeper level, our basic, even scientific, understanding of nature doesn’t get us closer to 

it; we are still at its mercy. I feel the same way about art.  

ME: How so? 

ME: The “thought process” is a chain of neurological messages facilitating an invented 

language that doesn’t always manifest into something we can understand. If there is not 

a word for the feeling you have when making something or looking at something then 

how can you begin to understand what you are feeling? If all art were meant to be 

understood then the collective whole would be boring. We need both sense and 

nonsense. We need work about material and work about nothing (or the unnamable) and 

work about both. But mostly, it’s an insane thing to be an artist. When I am not feeling 

cynical I feel very romantic about it. Love is insane too.  

ME: How does the sunset installation fit into all of this? 

ME: The language surrounding the sun turns it into an object that we feel comfortable 

with. We understand it’s value and we admire it’s rising and setting. I wanted to make 

something that simulated the intensity of the sun, with the intention that the viewer might 

have a similar physical or emotional reaction to it.  

ME: So then why paint it? 
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                                         (#21) 

 

ME: It’s what I know. Paintings also have the ability to do something emotional or 

physical to the viewer. In most cases that is probably what they are supposed to do. I 

wanted to fill the visual space by erasing the white wall with paint but up close I wanted 

to have moments of intimate viewing with smaller drawings/painting. It was a game of 

getting close and stepping way back.  

ME: O is BRIGHT compared to the black pieces. Would you say they are complete 

opposites? 

ME: No way. 

ME: Why? 
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 (#22) 
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            (#23) 

  

ME: The intensity is still there but it is condensed, more like a black hole. I am speaking 

of the clay specifically. The chain was the most identifiable piece I made out of that clay 

but it’s not specific to any type of chain. First I enjoyed making the links, then I despised 

it, and then I was obsessed with seeing how long I could make it before the deadline to 

fire it in the kiln. But even after all the pieces were put together I still had to safely get it 

in the kiln and hope it didn’t break. I am new to ceramics and so far I have been lucky. 

Knock on wood. (#24) 

ME: What type of clay is it? 

ME: Cassius Basaltic. It fires that color because of the dried Basaltic Lava flow. I found 

that out later after I made them.  
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ME: I think it’s important to point out that you made more mobiles, this time with one 

material, this clay. How are these related to the previous mobiles made out of sticks, 

rocks, beer cans, and other found objects? 

ME: I guess I was always interested in it as a sculptural format because I think more like 

MacGyver and less like an engineer. Finding the piece to literally balance something out 

is deeply rewarding.  It’s also a way to display small objects. These new mobiles are all 

hand made out of the same material. I think that makes them feel more resolved, 

however, the older mobiles that look like they were made in the woods somewhere raise 

more questions because they don’t fit in as easy into an art context 

ME: Is it important to raise questions? 

ME: That’s a good question but the answer isn’t easy. I lean towards yes. I feel like you 

should always have questions but too many could mean that something is missing.  

ME: I think maybe I have asked you too many questions 

  

Goodnight. 
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APPENDIX 

  
  
  
(#1) “But when people try to think or concentrate, they behave as if they were trying to 
push their brains around. They screw up their faces, knit their brows, and approach 
mental problems as if they were something like heaving bricks. Yet you do not have to 
grind and strain to digest food, and still less to see, hear, and receive other neural 
impressions. The “lightning calculator” who can sum a long column of figures at a 
glance, the intellectual genius who can comprehend a whole page of reading in a few 
seconds, and the musical prodigy, such as Mozart, who seems to grasp harmony and 
counterpoint from babyhood, are examples of the proper use of man’s most marvelous 
instrument. Those of us who are not geniuses know something of the same ability. Take 
for example the anagram POCATELDIMC. You can work over these letters for hours, 
trying system after system of rearrangement in order to discover the scrambled word. 
Try, instead, just looking at the anagram with a relaxed mind… “  
  
-Alan Watts, The Wisdom of insecurity 
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(#2)  The Keg/ Danceland, C print, 2012 
  
(#3)   PeeWee  2014 
  

 
Front 2014 ↑ 
  
  
  

(#4) My interest in Gram Parsons… A little background: Gram was a musician from the 

south whose music bordered between classic country and the rock n roll of the 60s. He 

called it “Cosmic American Music” He joined the Byrds in 1968 and was a major role in 

their album Sweetheart of the Rodeo. He met Keith Richards at some point during all of 
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this and needless to say they influenced each other's music and way of life. Gram died 

of a drug overdose at the Joshua Tree Inn in 1973 at the age of 26. The story goes that 

he wanted to be cremated and have his ashes spread in that very desert. Grams family 

wanted his body to be buried in Louisiana where his grandfather's estate was. To fulfill 

his wishes, friends of Gram attempted to burn his body in the desert. I still haven’t been 

to the memorial, which is the supposed site of the attempted cremation, but when I heard 

this story it hit several cords for me. My brother died in 2005 of an overdose. He was 36 

and I was 16. Like Gram, I only have myths and legends to build an image of my brother. 

I tried to make work using Gram as a surrogate for my brother but I felt like I was right 

back where I started from - making very specific familial work that needed a lot of 

explaining. 
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↓↓↓↓↓↓↓↓#5 Something Mike Kelley said about his work and making art in an interview.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D6D6lmIMyyc 

(#6) still from my video Sugar for Roses, 2015 

(#7) untitled studio mobile, 2015 or 2016, paint on wall, sticks, beer cans, cigarette butts, 

rusty metal pipe. 

(#8) “‘Why would anyone want to draw on the wall?’ My answer is that eliminating the 

object was the result of a desire to create an unmediated experience. By collapsing the 

space between the artwork and the viewer, a wall painting negates the gap between 

lived time and pictorial time, permitting the work to engage larger philosophical, social, 

and political issues. That was the motivation. But beyond motivation and historical 

circumstances, there was something more inchoate. It was a dream, perhaps 

unrealizable, that this work might somehow achieve an existential unity between reality 

and appearance.” 

 -Mel Bochner, Why Would Anyone Want to Draw on the Wall  ↑ 

  

(#9) Installation at Riverside Art Museum 2015 

 (#10) “I Was Never Lost in the Woods in My Whole Life, Though Once I was Confused 

for Three days.” -Daniel Boone 2015, Resin, plaster, foam, found objects 
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(#11)  Philip Guston, Painting, Smoking, Eating. 1972 
  
For the record I did not find on a statement from Philip Guston about his subjects, but I 

even wonder if anyone asked.  

   
(#12) Studio installation. Not yet titled. Detail: ↓ 
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(#13) Untitled painting, 2016 
  
(#14)  Jon Doe, Fired Cassius Basaltic clay, Yellow Finch house paint on wood, 2017 
  
(#15)  neo-baroque.. Is this a right term for those columns? 
  
(#16) detail of River Rat, 2017 
  
(#17) Virgin and Child, Joos Van Cleve, 1515 -1520.  → 
  

 
 
(#18) Saint Christopher and the Infant Christ, Domenico Ghirlandaio Bigordi, 1400s 
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(#19)  
 

 
  
 (#20) 
 

  
  
(#21)  O, 2017 
  
(#22) detail of Jane Doe, 2017 
  
(#23) detail Jon Doe, 2017 and Matteucci, 2017 
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     Matteucci, Fired Cassius Basaltic clay, silicone, lights 2017 
  
  
 

(#24) Wiki: Knocking on wood - in Britain and Australia the phrase is touch wood - is an 

apotropaic tradition of literally touching, tapping, or knocking on wood, or merely stating 

that one is doing or intend to do so, in order to avoid "tempting fate" after making a 

favorable observation, a boast, or declaration concerning one's own death or other 

unfavorable situation beyond one's control. 
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“In moving from a global, undifferentiated sense of himself towards a distinct, integrated 
notion of selfhood-one that could be symbolized through an individuated use of T and 
'you' -the child recognizes himself as a separate object (a psychic gestalt) by means of 
his mirrored image. The self is felt, at this stage, only as an image of the self; and insofar 
as the child initially recognizes himself as an other, there is inscribed in that experience 
a primary alienation. Identity (self-definition) is primarily fused with identification (a felt 
connection to someone else). It is within that condition of alienation-the attempt to come 
to closure with a self that is physically distant-that the Imaginary takes root. And in 
Lacan's terms, the Imaginary is the realm of fantasy, specified as a-temporal, because 
disengaged from the conditions of history. For the child, a sense of history, both his own 
and particularly that of others, wholly independent of himself, comes only with the full 
acquisition of language. For, in joining himself to language, the child enters a world of 
conventions which he has had no role in shaping. Language presents him with an 
historical framework pre-existent to his own being.”  
  
-Rosalind Krauss, The Originality of the Avant-Garde and Other Modernist Myths, Notes 
on Index (part 1) 
  
  

  

 

 

 

“Some people never go crazy, what truly horrible lives they must live” 

- Charles Bukowski from Barfly screenplay 
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